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Abstract— Given a set of wireless access points (APs) with
directional antennas, we consider the problem of steering their
antennas to form multiple non-interferencing wireless meshes in
the same region. The resulting multiple wireless meshes provide
not only a simultaneously usable, but also a fail-safe, wireless
network infrastructure. We describe a mesh construction algorithm, called “beam-crossing grids”, that allows the constructed
multiple wireless meshes to cover a large common area, while not
interfere with each other. This means that, from locations in a
large area, wireless terminals can have access to more than one of
these meshes for improved network bandwidth and redundancy.
By using analysis and simulation, we show that when the AP
density is relatively high, the algorithm converges rapidly to a
high-performance construction of wireless meshes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A wireless mesh, as we mean in this paper, is a set
of wireless access points (APs), where some pairs of them
are directly connected with radio links. There has been an
increasing interest in such wireless mesh networks due to
their relatively ease of deployment. For example, Beyer [1]
discusses the advantages of using such wireless mesh networks
to provide residential broadband Internet access. Nortel Networks recently started trials of their wireless mesh networks
with British Telecom and other organizations. They use APs
equipped with smart antennas and integrated routers. [2]
Consider a set of APs placed in a 2-dimensional space.
We assume that these APs use directional antennas for interAP wireless connections. Typically a wireless IP networking
infrastructure can be formed using these APs in two steps.
First, select pairs of APs to connect directly with radio links
and then steer/configure their antennas to make the radio
connections. Second, by using a routing protocol, compute
a routing path (if it exists) between any two APs. These
computed paths will then be used for transporting IP packets
on the network.
A main concern of these wireless IP infrastructures is
their reliability. Unlike wireline links, the performance of a
wireless link can be affected by many environment-related
factors, including path loss, shadowing, fading, interference
from other users, and the non-linearity of underlying devices.
A wireless infrastructure must tolerate not only permanent
link failures, but also transient failures. Conventional routing
protocols can recover from link failures, but their routing
message overheads and end-to-end control delays often make

them not suited to wireless infrastructures where bandwidths
are more limited and transient link failures are frequent. To
combat these problems, alternative routing methods have been
proposed, such as those where multiple routes are maintained
[3]–[5]. But these methods tend to be more complicated and
difficult to manage.
To support a fail-safe wireless infrastructure capable of fast
recovery from failure, in this paper we take the position that
additional redundancy at the wireless link level ought to be
provided. That is, the infrastructure should include multiple
wireless meshes, so that any node or terminal can immediately
switch over to another wireless mesh when detecting failure
in the mesh that it currently uses.
We assume that we can configure and steer the directional
antennas of the APs under software control (e.g., see [6] for
such antennas). By steering the beams of these antennas, we
will form multiple wireless meshes, which will cover as large
a common area as possible, while not interfering with each
other. We will use these multiple wireless meshes to provide
redundancy at the link level. When there are link failures,
the multiple wireless meshes can back up each other. When
there is no failure, these multiple wireless meshes can operate
in parallel to increase the total bandwidth of the wireless
infrastructure.
We describe an algorithm, called beam-crossing grids, to
construct multiple wireless meshes. The main insight of the
algorithm, as its name suggests, is that it uses a grid of
square regions, where two or triple crossing beams have
been configured, as building blocks to form multiple wireless
meshes. Given square regions with these crossing beams, it
becomes relatively easy to connect them to form multiple
meshes. In contrast, if square regions with parallel beams were
used, then it tends to be the case that only one mesh can be
constructed.
The paper is organized as follows. We first state the simplifying assumptions we make about the radios and antennas in
Section II. We then describe the beam-crossing grids algorithm
for constructing two wireless meshes in Section III. An upper
bound on the running time of the algorithm is given in Section IV. We use simulations to evaluate the performance of this
algorithm. The simulation results are reported in Section V.
Section VI discusses the applications of our method, and
its generalization in constructing more than two collocated
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Fig. 1. Two ideally sectorized transmit beam patterns for inter-AP communication, where A and B are two communicating APs and C is an AP whose
reception is interfered with by both A and B’s transmission

networks in the region. We summarize this paper and provide
conclusions in Section VII.
II. S IMPLIFYING R ADIO

AND

A NTENNA M ODEL

We make several simplifying assumptions on the radio and
antenna models in this paper. We assume that inter-AP radio
communication uses a dedicated frequency band which is different from those used by APs in communicating with wireless
terminals. For inter-AP communication, the transmitting AP
uses a directional antenna while the receiving AP uses an
omnidirectional antenna. All APs produce the same transmit
beam pattern, which is an ideally sectorized beam pattern,
as illustrated in Fig. II. The length of the beam sector is of
unit distance, and the angular width of the beam is 2θ. The
gain inside the beam pattern is constant and is negligible both
outside the pattern and on the boundary. To avoid interference,
unintended AP receivers, e.g., C as shown in Fig II, cannot
lie in the area of a transmit beam pattern of an AP. These
assumptions are similar to those used by some typical models
in the literature (see, e.g., [7]–[9]).
Given the assumptions about radio and antenna and a set of
APs, we can specify a connectivity graph. In the connectivity
graph, each vertex represents an AP, and two vertices are
connected with an edge if the two corresponding APs can
transmit to each other directly. In addition, we can also
define an edge conflict graph. In the edge conflict graph, a
vertex represents an edge of the connectivity graph. An edge
connecting two vertices in the edge conflict graph indicates
the two underlying radio links interfere with each other. For
the case when two edges of the connectivity graph share a
common vertex, we declare that there is no conflict between
the two edges. This is because, in practice, the two transmitting
APs in this case will content with the shared AP using a
medium access control protocol to avoid collision (see, e.g.,
[7]). In the example illustrated in Fig. II, AP C lies in the
union area of the two radiated patterns will be interfered with
by the communication, and the edge AB conflicts with all
edges CD where D 6= A and D 6= B.
Although we make several simplifying assumptions on the
radio and antenna models, the algorithm to be described
below only considers the connectivity graph and the edge
conflict graph. It is possible to derive these two graphs from
more sophisticated radio and antenna models, or from sitemeasurement database.

THE

In this section we describe an algorithm, called beamcrossing grids, for constructing two wireless meshes, from a
given a set of APs randomly placed in a 2-dimensional space.
The algorithm can be extended to constructing three or more
collocated wireless networks as discussed in Section VI.
The goal of the algorithm is to produce two wireless meshes,
as illustrated by Fig. 7, which cover as large a common area
as possible, using links which are sufficiently apart to prevent
possible radio interference.
We divide the entire area into unit squares, and in each
square region we will find link pairs that can be used simultaneously without causing interference. We prefer beamcrossing link pairs, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Beam-crossing
links will reduce the chance one wireless mesh may block
the connectivity of another wireless mesh.

Fig. 2.

Example of a beam-crossing link pair

The algorithm takes two inputs, a connectivity graph and an
edge conflict graph (see Section II for the definitions of the
two graphs). The output of the algorithm are two subgraphs of
the connectivity graph, where any two edges in any subgraphs
are interference-free according to the conflict graph. These two
subgraphs represent the two wireless meshes that we are want
to construct.
The algorithm assumes the location of each AP is known.
The location information is used for two purposes: first, it
is used to compute which square region an AP belongs to,
and second, it is used to find proper link pairs in each
square region, preferably beam-crossing ones. (The location
information will not be necessary if the above two purposes
can be achieved by other means.)
The algorithm consists of the following six steps:
1) Divide the area into unit squares, where the unit distance
is the radio range of the APs use for inter-AP communication.
2) For each square we find a pair of links, if possible, that
has no conflict. Both APs of a link must lie in the same
square and the link pair can not share an AP. When there
are multiple link pairs satisfying these conditions, the
algorithm chooses the one with the largest weight, where
weight is the sum of the length of the two links minus
the sum of the minimal distances from APs to corners as
shown in Fig. 3. Note that this selection criterion favors
link pairs whose beams cross.
3) For each square for which a link pair has been found,
recompute or eliminate link pairs if necessary so that

Fig. 3. An illustration of the weight computation in step 2. The weight of a
link pair is L1 + L2 − (D1 + D2 + D3 + D4). The use of each corner is
exclusive, meaning that a corner can not be used twice. Note that this weight
metric favors link pairs whose beams cross.

Fig. 5. The resulting link pairs after step 4. Link pairs from step 3 are shown
in grey lines, and the added links of step 4 are shown in black lines.

Fig. 4. The resulting link pairs after step 3. The link pairs are shown in
black lines. Note that most of them are the beam-crossing type. It is possible
that in some squares, no link pair can be found.

there will be no conflicts between links in adjacent
squares. The algorithm achieves this by eliminating the
link pair that has the most conflicts, and replaces it
with a new link pair. Specifically, for each link pair,
the algorithm computes its penalty number which is the
number of other link pairs that it has conflicts with. The
algorithm then eliminates the link pair with the largest
penalty number and tries to find a replacing link pair
in the same square. This time, the link pairs of adjacent
squares are used as constraints. That is, the new link pair
cannot have conflicts with the link pairs of the adjacent
squares. No link pair will be chosen for the square if the
no link pair satisfies the constraints. This process repeats
until all link pairs’ penalty numbers are zero. Fig. 4 is
an example after this step.
4) For each square for which a link pair has been found,
new links are added to connect them to link pairs
in adjacent squares. (For computational simplicity, we
include diagonally adjacent squares in our simulation).
The two APs of an added link must be APs of previously
chosen link pairs, and must belong to different squares.
The algorithm looks at two adjacent squares at a time.
Among the several ways of connecting two link pairs,
we use the one that gives the largest number of links that
are conflict-free. (This maximizes the number of in- and
out-degrees of a square, thus helping find multiple networks.) The added links must also satisfy the constraint
that there be no conflicts with nearby link pairs or other

added links. This means that all the links, including the
initial link pairs and the added links, are all conflictfree and can be used simultaneously. An example of the
output of this step is shown in Fig. 5.
5) Find connected components or subgraphs among links
that are selected in step 3 and step 4. A beam-crossing
link (any grey edge shown in Fig. 5) is randomly
selected as the seed. The subgraph now contains the
single seed edge. Starting from this seed edge, other
connected edges are added to this subgraph through
breadth-first search. A subgraph can only contain at most
one beam-crossing link for each square. If the subgraph
can not grow any more, the process starts with another
randomly selected link and forms another subgraph. This
process is repeated until every grey edge is included in
a subgraph.
This entire step is executed multiple times (we can
bound the number of execution times for this step in
the next section). Among these multiple executions, we
will use the result of the execution that produces the
largest combined size between the largest and secondlargest subgraph.
Fig. 6 shows an example of the resulting computed
subgraphs. Only the largest four subgraphs are shown
in this figure; the smaller subgraphs are not shown.
6) The algorithm now merges these subgraphs into two
subgraphs. For each subgraph that is not the largest
two subgraphs, we will perform a breadth-first search
for a path that will connect the subgraph to one of the
two subgraphs. The subgraph will select the connection
path that will maximize the common area occupied by
the resulting two subgraphs. An example of the two
subgraphs resulting from step 6 is shown in Fig. 7.
IV. A N U PPER B OUND ON THE RUNNING T IME
B EAM -C ROSSING G RIDS A LGORITHM
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In this section we provide an upper bound on the running
time of the beam-crossing grids algorithm presented in Section III. We will see that the upper bound can be expressed
in terms of the size of the largest connected component, and

E).
Proof: Let C be the expected running time of step 5
or 6 when it completes in 1 run and, for i = 1, 2, . . ., let
A(i) be the expected running time of the algorithm when it
completes in i runs and B(i) be the expected running time of
the algorithm when it completes in more than i runs. Then
C = O(E)
A(i) ≤ iC
αE
αE
T =
A(1) + (1 −
)B(1)
E
E
= αA(1) + (1 − α)B(1)
Fig. 6. The resulting subgraphs after step 5. There are four subgraphs shown
in the figure. The largest one is depicted by the black lines, the second largest
one by the dashed black lines, the third largest one by the grey lines, and the
smallest one by the dashed grey lines.

Note that
αE
αE
A(2) + (1 −
)B(2)
E−1
E−1
αE
≤ A(2) + (1 −
)B(2)
E
≤ 2C + (1 − α)B(2)

B(1) =

Similarly, for i = 2, 3, . . ., we have
αE
αE
A(i + 1) + (1 −
)B(i + 1)
E−i
E−i
αE
≤ A(i + 1) + (1 −
)B(i + 1)
E
≤ (i + 1)C + (1 − α)B(i + 1)

B(i) =

Thus
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A(2) + (1 −
)B(2)
E−1
E−1
≤ αC + (1 − α)2C + (1 − α)2 3C + (1 − α)3 4C + · · ·

T ≤ αC + (1 − α)
Fig. 7. The resulting two subgraphs after step 6. The first one is represented
in black lines and has 99 nodes, while the second one is represented in dashed
black lines and has 89 nodes.

then, in terms of the density of APs. We focus only on steps
5 and 6, since they are the dominating steps in running time.
Consider the graph resulting from steps 3 and 4. Let α
be the ratio of the number of nodes in the largest connected
component over that in the entire graph, and E the number of
edges in the entire graph.
For any execution of step 5 of the algorithm, if the randomly
selected seed happens to belong to the largest connected
component, then through breadth-first search the execution
will find this largest connected component. Thus the number
of execution times for step 5 is bounded above by E minus
the number of edges in the largest connected component.
Similarly, we can provide an upper bound on the number
of times that step 6 of the algorithm will need to perform its
breadth-first search operations. The number is bounded above
by E minus the number of edges in the largest two connected
components, which in turn, is number of edges in the largest
connected component.
We can give tighter upper bounds for steps 5 and 6 in the
following manner.
Theorem 1 1: Let T be the expected running time of step
3
×
5 or 6 of the algorithm of Section III. Then T = O( α −α+1
α2

By computing a closed-form expression for the right-hand side
of the above inequality, we have
T ≤

α3 − α + 1
C
α2

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are simulation results which relate the size
of the largest connected component to the average density of
APs in a square. The former shows the largest component
size as a function of probability that adjacent squares can be
connected, and the latter shows the probability that adjacent
squares can be connected as a function of the average density
of APs in a square. Combing these results with the earlier
result in this section, we see that the expected running time of
the beam-crossing grids algorithm of Section III is a function
of the average density of APs in a square. In particular, we
see that the former will decrease as the latter increases.
V. E VALUATION AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
using simulations, and report the simulation results in this
section. We first introduce a coverage ratio that measures how
well the area is covered by the meshes. Finally, we describe
the simulation setup and report the results in terms of coverage
ratio and number of APs used.

Fig. 8. Largest component size as a function of probability that adjacent
squares can be connected

Fig. 10. An example of coverage ratio computation. There are a total of
100 uniformly placed sampling locations in the network and there are two
APs, each covering a part of the network. The AP on the left covers 32
sampling locations, while the AP on the right covers 29 sampling locations.
They jointly cover 55 sampling locations and their coverage intersects at 6
sampling locations. The union coverage ratio of the two APs combined is
then 0.55 and the intersection coverage ratio is 0.06.
density
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

Fig. 9. Probability that two adjacent squares are connected as a function
of density. Two-connected probability represents the probability that the two
links can be found to connect the pairs of beam-crossing links; one-connected
probability represents the probability that only one link can be found to
connect the pairs of beam-cross links.

We assume each AP covers a circular area centered at the
AP and the radius is its access radio range. The area a network
covers is the coverage area of all its APs. The coverage ratio
measures approximately the fraction of area covered by a
network, by sampling at uniformly placed sampling locations.
More specifically, all sampling locations lying in the circular
area of any AP belonging to a particular network are said to
be covered by the network. The coverage ratio is the number
of covered sampling locations to the total number of sampling
locations. An example of the coverage ratio computation is
shown in Fig. 10. The union coverage ratio and the intersection
coverage ratio of two networks can also be computed. For
example, if each AP in Fig. 10 is a network, then the union
coverage ratio is 0.55 and the intersection coverage ratio is
0.06.
For all simulations, the APs are randomly placed in an area
of size 8 by 8. A density is used to control the total number
of APs to be deployed in the networking area. We consider
the following densities: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. This translates
into a total of 256, 384, 512, 640, 768, 896 and 1024 APs,
respectively. For computing coverage ratio, we place sampling
locations 0.05 apart, so there are a total of 25600 sampling
locations in the networking area. Because this access radio
range affects coverage ratio, we consider the following access
radio ranges: 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4. For step 5 of the
algorithm, 10 random trials are performed and the best results
are chosen.
Fig. 11(a) to Fig.11(g) show the coverage ratios for various
configurations. Each figure has a fixed access radio range,

no. of APs
256
384
512
640
768
896
1024

size of network 1
31.39
69.96
95.36
108.64
117.51
122.61
124.72

size of network 2
39.78
70.84
91.96
104.76
111.83
116.71
117.83

TABLE I
S IZE OF EACH NETWORK

and shows the coverage ratios of all APs, the union and
intersection coverage ratio of two networks, and the coverage
ratios of individual networks. The coverage ratios reported are
the averages of 100 simulations, each with randomly generated
AP locations. Table I shows the average size, in number of
nodes, of each network.
The results of coverage ratios show that, when the density
is 8 or higher than and the access radio range is 0.6 or larger,
each network on average covers more than 80% of the area.
The union coverage of both networks in this case covers more
than 95% of the area. This demonstrates that the proposed
algorithm is effective in finding two networks without losing
coverage.
Because the algorithm connects single links found in small
regions, the resulting individual network uses no more than
two APs per square. On the other hand, to achieve good
performance the density must be greater than or equal to 8.
This means that in order to achieve good performance, twice
as many APs must be supplied to the algorithm than those
would be used.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The described method and algorithm can be used to organize
APs in order to increase the throughput of broadband Internet
services [1]. For example, in a rural area where wireline
broadband has not yet be deployed, household APs can be
connected using the method to increase the throughput of the
network.
The method and algorithm can also be used for planning
the deployment of APs. Instead of choosing from the set

(a) Access Radio Range = 1.0

(b) Access Radio Range = 0.9

(e) Access Radio Range = 0.6

(c) Access Radio Range = 0.8

(f) Access Radio Range = 0.5

(d) Access Radio Range = 0.7

(g) Access Radio Range = 0.4

Fig. 11. Density vs. coverage ratio performance with different access radio ranges. The coverage ratios reported are average coverage ratios of 100 randomly
generated networks.

of already-deployed APs, we consider all potential AP deployment locations. The output of the algorithm is a list of
locations where APs should be placed and how they form
networks for higher throughput. In other words, the method
and algorithm can be used to select AP deployment locations.
If APs can be placed at arbitrary locations, then there are other
strategies that can be used to deploy these APs. For example,
in our prior work [10], we consider the problem of collocating
identical square mesh wireless networks.
The algorithm generates two wireless networks that each has
the topology of a tree. Tree topology has the property that it
uses minimal number of edges to connect all vertices. Because
each additional link used in the network imposes additional
interference constraint to itself and the other network, it
is nature to design the algorithm to construct the network
with tree topology. We could add shortcut links that connect
branches of the network to reduce path length between any pair
of APs, but we don’t consider this optimization technique in
this paper.
The major disadvantage of tree topology is its lack of
redundancy— any link breaks can result in the partitioning of
the network. It may not be possible to reconnect the network
by using other APs around the faulty area, so new networks
should be recomputed using non-faulty links. When links
break due to faulty APs, the algorithm excludes the faulty
APs as well as all links associated with them, and reconstructs
the networks. Fig. 12 demonstrates, by simulations, that the
algorithm can still find large-coverage collocated networks
when some APs used by the networks are removed. For those
simulations, the networking area is a 8 by 8 area and initially
there are a total of 640 APs randomly placed in the network

Fig. 12. Changes in coverage ratios when more APs used by the computed
networks are removed. Initially, there are a total of 640 APs in the area (density
of 10). At each iteration, 8 randomly selected APs are removed from each
network and two new networks are computed from the remaining APs. The
coverage ratios reported are the average of 100 randomly generated networks.

(density of 10). At each iteration, 8 randomly selected APs
are removed from each computed network and the algorithm
computes two new networks using the remaining APs. The
process repeats until a total of 128 APs (64 from each network)
are removed from the network. The coverage ratios reported
are average coverage ratios from 100 randomly generated
networks and are computed with access radio range set to
be 1.0. The density becomes 8 after all of the 128 APs are
removed, and the coverage ratios are in general lower than the
coverage ratios reported in Fig. 11(a) with the same density
and access radio range. This is because only the APs that were
used in the networks are removed and these APs are better
positioned to form networks than the others. When the density
of remaining APs are high, the algorithm can still perform
well even though a large number of better positioned APs are
removed.

Fig. 13. An example of three collocated networks. The largest one is shown
in black solid lines, the second largest one is shown in black dashed lines and
the smallest one is shown in grey solid lines.

Although the algorithm described finds two collocated networks, it can be generalized to any number. For example,
to find three networks, instead of finding a link pair for
each square, the algorithm should seek link triplets. The
largest three subgraphs are then used to merge with other
smaller subgraphs. Fig. 13 shows an example of 3 networks
constructed by this extended algorithm. The θ is reduced to
π
18 when performing the simulation.
We do not attempt to minimize the number of APs used.
Minimizing the number of APs used while covering at least
a certain portion of the area requires the knowledge of AP
coverage patterns. Our algorithm does not assume specific
coverage patterns, and it only assumes (1) the union coverage
does not decrease as more APs are used, and (2) the closer
the two APs are the smaller their union coverage is. On the
other hand, due to its design, each network never uses more
than two APs in a square. This provides an upper bound on
the total number of APs for each network.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe an algorithm, called beamcrossing grids, for constructing two collocated wireless mesh
networks from a collection of APs in a region. The two
wireless meshes can operate independently of each other and
wireless terminals can use the networks for fault-tolerance or
load-balancing access.
The algorithm is evaluated using simulations. The coverage
area of the individual wireless networks increases as the
density of APs increases. When the density is 8 or higher
and access radio range is 0.6 or higher, our simulation results
show that the algorithm effectively constructs two collocated

networks that each covers more than 80% of the area. The
coverage ratio increases as density or access radio range
increases. Because the algorithm divides the area into small
regions and for each network it uses at most two APs in
a region, the total number of APs used by each network is
bounded above by two times the number of regions.
We also discuss how to extend the algorithm to construct
more than two networks, and show an example of constructing
three networks.
We plan to extend this work in several directions. First, we
will take the AP coverage patterns into consideration to allow
each computed wireless network to use fewer APs without
sacrificing their coverage areas. Second, we will extend the
method to 3-dimensional space when the coverage patterns are
well-defined. Finally, we plan to investigate the application of
this method for cases where APs can adjust their transmitting
power levels. This can minimize interference caused by a
transmission and allow constructing an expanded number of
collocated networks.
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